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CAMPING 
 
Many people like camping. Indeed, camping is 

one of the most interesting hobbies. Camping is not 
very expensive. We can make the equipment from odds 
and ends. And we can do this .long before we go 
camping. Camping is very useful for us. Camping can 
make us love our environment. It can also make us 
more friendly. Camping trains us to work 
cooperatively. 

When you go camping with some friends, do not 
forget to distribute the jobs. For example, some of you 
put the tent, some cook the meal, some others are 
responsible for the first aid. You can also ask some of 
your friends to entertain all the members. Perhaps one 
of you will sing a country song, or read a poem. 

You can enjoy camping very much because you 
can do many interesting things. If you are near a 
swimming pool, you may have a swimming 
competition. You can play some sports, dance, or draw 
the panorama. You can bring your tape recorder or 
radio and enjoy your favourite music, or you can even 
play football with the students nearby. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-01 
Why is camping very useful for us? Because it can ...  
A. entertain us 
B. make us love our environment  
C. teach us to sing  
D. teach us some sports 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-02 
What do we have to remember when we go camping?  
A. To put up the tent.  
B. To distribute the jobs  
C. To read a poem  
D. To train our friends 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-03 
"Camping trains us to work cooperatively." (paragraph 
2) 
The italic word means ...  
A. easily 
B. happily 
C. hard 
D. together 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-04 

 
Study the pictures above! 
Based on the above utterances, the person working as a 
guide is ...  
A. Mr. Samsul 
B. Mr. Jefri 
C. Mr. Yanto 
D. Mr. Harun 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-05 
Windi : I'd like to buy a shirt. 
Shop assistant  : Which shirt do you like, the one with 

long sleeves or short sleeves? 
Windi  : ... It’s nice 
A. I like the shirt with long sleeves 
B. I don't like either of them 
C. I don't like both 
D. I don't like it 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-06 
Rima  : Sari, I want an. apple. Do you have any?  
Sari  : Yes. I have two kinds of Apples, red and, 

green.  
Rima  : Green, please.  
A. Which ones do you want?  
B. Which one do you want?  
C. Do you like both of them?  
D. May I give you red apples? 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-07 
Anwar  : Do you want to go camping?  
Fuad  : Yes, I do. 
Anwar  : Don't forget to bring a towel and ... soap 
A. a plenty of 
B. many  
C. some 
D. much 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-08 
Arrange these sentences into a good paragraph! 
1. He lives in a small village as a farmer. 
2. This is because I like to see farmer's working in the 

rice field. 
3. I have an uncle, Mr. Sanusi. 
4. Next week I want to go there. 
A. 3 – 1 – 4 – 2  
B. 4 – 3 – 2 – 1  
C. 1 – 2 – 3 – 4  
D. 3 – 4 – 1 – 2  
 



EBTANAS-SMP-99-09 
If you ... see the object clearly you should face the 
microscope to the light and adjust the knob slowly, 
A. know how to 
B. manage to  
C. cannot 
D. are able to 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-10 
Rosi : Yesterday morning my mother saw you in the 

market. What did you buy there? 
Atik  : I ... a head of cabbage. 
A. buy 
B. bought  
C. am buying 
D. will buy 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-11 
Tohari is my sister's son. He is my ...  
A. brother 
B. cousin  
C. nephew 
D. niece 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-12 
The plant has short stiff leaves. It can be planted in the 
ground and grows quite tall. Usually it is put in a 
hanging pot. It has beautiful flowers which are mostly 
purple and red. The flowers last a long time before they 
die. What flower is it? It is ...  
A. a rose 
B. a lily  
C. an orchid 
D. a jasmine 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-13 
Mother: Marni, this is the list of the things you have to 

buy.  
Mami : OK, mum, I'll go to the ... now. 
 

bread 2 boxes 
candies 1 packet 
sugar 1 kilo 
coffee ½ kilo 
tea 2 packets 
rice 2 kilos 
bananas 1 bunch 

 
A. butcher 
B. grocer 
C. florist 
D. drugstore 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Bacaan untuk soal nomor 14 sampai dengan nomor 
18. 

Badminton is one of the popular sports in 
Indonesia. Many people like playing it very much. It 
can be played indoors and outdoors. However, most 
players play it indoors. Nowadays there are many 
badminton: halls in our country. 

Badminton is not a cheap sport. We need a net, 
rackets and shuttlecocks to play badminton. We can get 
them in a sport shop. We need to spend a lot of money 
in order to get good nets, rackets and shuttlecocks. 

Susi Susanti is the best woman badminton player 
that we have. She is one of the best woman players in 
the world. She spent much money for badminton in the 
past. Now she gets facilities from the government and 
her sponsor. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-14 
The following are die things that we need to play 
badminton, except ...  
A. ball 
B. net  
C. racket 
D. shuttlecock 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-15 
What does paragraph two tell us about?  
A. The best woman badminton player.  
B. The things needed for playing badminton.  
C. The facilities of badminton players.  
D. The way to be a good badminton player. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-16 
Why doesn't Susi need to spend money for badminton 
at present? Because ... 
A. she is one of the best woman badminton players in 

the world  
B. she is one of the Indonesia woman badminton 

players 
C. she gets facilities- from, the government and her 

sponsor 
D. she has won several international championships 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-17 
Why is badminton one for the popular sports in 
Indonesia? 
A. It is not a cheap sport.  
B. Many people like playing it very much.  
C. We have many potential players.  
D. Most of us like watching badminton matches. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-18 
"We need to spends, lot of money ... " (paragraph 2) 
The word "spend" means ...  
A. earn  
B. give  
C. lend  
D. pay out 
 



EBTANAS-SMP-99-19 
Journalist : Hallo Anwar. I hear you will take part in 

the running race next week. 
An war  : Yes. And it will be a hard race. 
Journalist  : Really? But I hope you will come in first in 

the race.  
Anwar  : So do I. Thanks. 
What does Anwar hope? 
A. To be a racer 
B. To be a successful racer 
C. To win the running race 
D. To take part in the running race 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-20 
Fan : Ugh! I'm 'thirsty 
Athlete: That would be n ice. 
A. Let's have something to drink 
B. Let's go for a walk 
C. C, Let's take a rest 
D. Let's do something else 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-21 
The picture shows ... noodles, 
A. a cup of  
B. a plate of  
C. a bowl of  
D. a glass of 
 

 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor 22 sampai dengan nomor 
26. 

What is the ocean? It is a great body of water. It 
surrounds the land masses of the earth. It is the deepest 
pail of the sea. If we talk about the ocean we usually 
think of is largeness and depth. They make the people 
frightened to cross it. 

There are four main oceans in this world. They 
are the Atlantic, Pacific, Indian, and Arctic Oceans. 
Sometime ago they were the limits of people's 
knowledge of the world. People were afraid to sail out 
into the ocean because no one knew what might be 
waiting for them there. 

Fortunately, the Portuguese navigators began to 
overcome this darkness. They discovered the shape of 
Africa. Then in 1492 Columbus sailed directly across 
the Atlantic. From the time on, other navigators 
explored the continents and islands in the unknown 
seas. Those lands became familiar parts of the world. 

Today routes of travel and commerce spread out 
across the Ocean. They bring the whole world together. 
The oceans seem small now, because it only takes a 
few hours to cross them in a commercial jet plane. 

Speaking of the ocean people should know the 
life and the forces of the sea. They must be aware of 
the waves, tides, currents, and storms. They must also 
be aware of the wild marine animals if they want to 
cross the ocean on a ship. 

Seas and straits are found in many places. There 
are remarkable forms of life under the sea. We cannot 
mention them all. There are many kinds of fish. A lot 
of mineral can be found in the sea. Indonesia is rich in 
marine resources. These resources can be used for the 
development of our country. 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-22 
We must be careful with ... when crossing the ocean.  
A. the Portuguese navigators  
B. the wild marine animals  
C. the marine resources  
D. a lot of minerals 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-23 
What does the text tell us about? 
A. Routes of travel 
B. Marine animals  
C. Navigators 
D. Ocean's 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-24 
What does paragraph 5 tell us about?  
A. How to cross the ocean.  
B. The marine wild animals  
C. The life and a forces in the sea  
D. How to be aware of the animals. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-25 
Why were people afraid of sailing out into the ocean?  
A. It was very large and deep  
B. There were many fish in the sea.  
C. They were afraid of the Portuguese navigators.  
D. The travel routes were well-known 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-26 
"There are remarkable forms of life under the sea." 
(paragraph 6).  
"Remarkable" means ...  
A. expressive 
B. attractive  
C. familiar 
D. unusual 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-27 
Ary  : Why didn’t you come with, us to the Safari 

Park yesterday?  
Mary  : My mother was seriously ill and I had to stay, 

home to be with her 
Ani  : ... I hope she will get better soon. 
A. That's great 
B. That's wonderful  
C. Thank’ you for that 
D. I am sorry to hear that. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-28 
Waiter  : What can I do for you, sir? 
Guest  : … 
Waiter  : Yes, certainly. 
A. Can I see the menu, please?  
B. Would you like the menu? 
C. May 1 borrow-the menu? 
D. Will you write the menu? . 
 



EBTANAS-SMP-99-29 
Rina  : Hi, Jane. I hear that your sister gave birth to a 

son ...  
Jane  : Three and a half kilos. 
Rina : Really? He must be a healthy baby. 
A. How much does he weigh? 
B. How old is he? 
C. How cut is he? 
D. How tall is he? 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-30 
Rita : Where did you go for your holiday? 
Tuti : I went to Bali. 
Rita : How was ... there? 
Tuti : It was hot and dry 
A. the season 
B. the climate 
C. the weather 
D. the temperature 
 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor31 sampai dengan nomor 35. 

 
Rinto : May I see the menu, please? 
Waiter : Here you are. May I be excused, please? I'll 

get an order sheet. 
Rinto : Thank you. (A few minutes later) 
Atin  : Can I order now? 
Waiter : Yes, certainly 
Atin : I'd like some crab soup to start. 
Rinto : And can I have, tail soup, please? 
Waiter : Yes, you can 
Rinto : Then I’d like to have gado-gado, with fried 

chicken, chips and prawn. 
Atin : Roast chicken for me, please, with mushroom. 

And can I have chips, please? 
Waiter  Yes, that's fine. What would you like to drink? 
Atin : Can we have two bottled tea, please? 
 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-31 
Which food is not served in the restaurant? 
A. Chicken curry 
B. Tail soup  
C. Fried chicken 
D. Mushroom 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-32 
What did Atin have for the main course?  
A. Gado-gado, fried chicken, chips and prawn.  
B. Crab soup, tail soup and gado-gado.  
C. Roast chicken mushroom and chips  
D. Mushroom, gado-gado and crab soup. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-33 
The dialogue tells us about ... 
A. the waiter's service 
B. the food served in a restaurant 
C. the local and foreign food 
D. the ordering of food in, a restaurant 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-34 
Roast chicken for me, please, with mushroom, Which 
of these pictures is a picture of mushroom? 

 
What kind of food does "Nikmat Restaurant" offer? 
A. .Chinese food 
B. Japanese food  
C. Indonesian food 
D. Traditional food 
 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor 36 sampai dengan nomor 38. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-35 
Chandra is having a talk with Dani under a tree.  
Chandra : Don, can you tell me the names of some 

farming tools? 
Doni : Of course, there are some tools we should 

know for example, a hoe, a plow, a spade, 
a sickle, etc. 

Chandra  : How do we use them? 
Doni : Well, to dig a hole, to make a canal or to 

irrigate the plants we can use a hoe and a 
spade.  

Chandra  : What are the plow and the sickle for? 
Doni  : We can use a sickle to cut plants, grass or 

bushes. If we want to plant paddy, we 
should till the soil with a plow.  

Chandra  : What should we do to keep the plants free 
from pests?  

Doni  : We should spray them with pesticides. We 
need a pest sprayer. 

 



EBTANAS-SMP-99-36 
What are Chandra and Doni talking about? 
A. Farms 
B. Farmers.  
C. Farming 
D. Farming tools. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-37 
We can use a plow .. 
A. to make a canal  
B. to cut plants 
C. to till the soil 
D. to irrigate the plants 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-38 
"We need a pest sprayer" (the last line). 
Which of these pictures goes with the italic words in 
the sentence above? 

  
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-39 
Vivin is in the electronic store buying an electric fan. 
Shop assistant  : Well, ... do you want to buy? 
Vivin : That's all. 
Shop assistant  : Here you are. Thank you. 
A. which one  
B. how many  
C. what else 
D. what size 
 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor 40 sampai dengan nomor 43.  

INDONESIA WINS BRIGHTONBRIDGE 
 

JAKARTA(JP): The Indonesia bridge team 
received a warm welcome at home on Saturday after 
winning the Bridge Union international tournament in 
Brighton, England. Their faces wreathed in smiles, the 
bridge aces, the duo of Henky Lasut and Eddy 
Manoppo, the pairs of Deny Sakul and Franky Karwur 
and the partnership of Santje Panelewen and Giovani 
Watulingas showed off the Four Stars Trophy in a brief 
welcome ceremony led by chief of the Indonesia 
Contract Bridge Association Wiranto at Soekarno 
Hatta airport. 

The national team collected 92 points to triumph 
in the Aug. 17 - Aug. 25 event which is billed as one of 
the biggest annual tournament in Europe. The world's 
best  280 pairs took part in this year's meet. 

Coming second behind Indonesia was Sweden, 
followed by the United States. Adding spice to 
Indonesia's celebration, Panelewen and Watulingas 
were named the, best tandem during the "Play with 
Expert" exhibition during the tournament. 

Team manager Munawar Sawiruddin told 
Wiranto that his players had assured their victory after 
the last session of the tournament 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-40 
Which country came second in the tournament?  
A. Sweden 
B. Europe 
C. Indonesia  
D. United States 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-41 
How long did the tournament last? 
A. 25 days 
B. 20 days  
C. 17 days 
D. 9 days 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-42 
"... which is billed as one of the biggest annual 
tournament in Europe." (paragraph 2) 
The italic word means ...  
A. weekly 
B. monthly 
C. yearly 
D. daily 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-43 
"... that his players had assured their victory ... " (the 
last paragraph).  
The italic word means ...  
A. success 
B. fortune  
C. luck 
D. chance 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-44 
Ziky  : What about the hotel? 
Ilham  : Don't worry. There'll be enough rooms for 

the guests. 
Widuri  : ... because it's a public holiday.  
A. I think so.  
B. What a nice day  
C. I'm pleased with it  
D. lam doubtful about that. 
 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor45 sampai dengan nomor48. 

By the year 2000 the Indonesian population will 
have increased by 130 million, making the total 
number 280 million. But if parents today follow the 
family planning programme, the population increase 
will be much less. Mainland China by the year 2000 
will have a population of 4 billion people, which is an 
increase of 600 million people within a time span of 
about 25 years. India will probably have 11 billion 
people in the year 2000, this means that there will be 
an increase of 480 million if the birth-rate remains as it 
is now. 

According to records, in 1968 about two thirds of 
the world's population lived in less developed areas and 
only one-third in the more developed areas. By the year 
2000, there is a strong possibility that the population in 
the less developed areas will have increased to 77 % 
and that the population in the more developed areas 
will be only 23 % of the world's total. It is estimated 
that South Asia's population will have doubled tram 
1426 billion to 2,302 billion. 



The governments of the developing countries are 
working hard to improve the people's way of life, but 
they have only, succeeded to a certain extent. The 
Asian regions are always short of basic needs, such as 
food, clothing, shelter and education. And production' 
gains are always lagging behind, population growth. In 
order to produce more food, the government needs 
more farm land. 

It has been predicted that by the end of this 
century there will be only little farmland to support the 
growing population and that starvation will result. 
There are also optimists who think that there is and will 
be plenty of food now and in the future, But these 
people are only counting calories. Human beings need 
much more than just calories to stay alive and healthy, 
especially babies ana1 children. People need their 
growth. Poor people cannot get high quality food, so 
malnutrition among the poor is more common than 
shortage of calories. 

We can all help to solve this problem by working 
hard to reduce the birth-rate. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-45 
What is the suitable title for the text?  
A. The Asian Population  
B. The South East Asian Population.  
C. The World Population  
D. The Indonesian Population. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-46 
The Asian countries Suffer from a lack of ...  
A. human resources  
B. primary needs 
C. modern equipment  
D. natural resources 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-47 
It is estimated that South Asia will have a population of 
... by the year 2000  
A. more than 2 billion  
B. more than 3 billion 
C. more than 4billion  
D. more than 5 billion 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-48 
The number 280 million in the text refers to ... by the 
year2000. 
A. the Indian population  
B. the Indonesian population  
C. the world population  
D. Mainland Chinese population 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-49 
Aida  : You spent your holiday in Bali ? 
Ineke : That's right. And you? 
Aida  : I went no where, 
A. Will You? 
B. did you?  
C. didn't you? 
D. aren't you 
 
 
 

Bacaan untuk soal nomor 50 Sampai dengan nomor 
53 

All living things on the earth belong to the plant 
or the animal family. The plant family get their food 
and water from the soil. They also need sunlight to 
grow. Some of them live in water and get their food 
from the water. There are many thousands of plants. 

We can divide plants into two groups. There are 
the plants without stems, roots or leaves. These are the 
algae and the mosses. Both kinds of plants need a lot of 
water, algae is usually found in water and moss is 
found in wet places. 

The other group is the plants with stems. They 
consist of all the fruit trees, flower plants, vegetables 
and all the timber trees. These plants have roots, stems 
and leaves. 

The plants with stems can be divided into the 
flowering plants and the non-flowering plants. The 
flowering plants have a fruit with a seed inside the 
flower. Some seeds are flat like wings and are carried 
by the wind. Some seeds have fleshy fruits which 
animal eat and pass out. Some seeds are collected and 
distributed by man. In this way plants grow once again 
from seeds. 

The non-flowering plants have spores growing on 
the leaves. When they are dry they are carried by the 
wind. Those spores that fall on wet soil start to grow 
again. These are some of the ways that plants live and 
multiply. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-50 
Plants which have no stems or roots or leaves are ...  
A. fruit trees 
B. flowering plants 
C. vegetables 
D. mosses and algae 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-51 
We can find spores on the ... of non-flowering plants. 
A. seeds  
B. fruits 
C. flowers  
D. leaves 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-52 
Paragraphs 4 and 5 talk about the ... of plants. 
A. regeneration 
B. planting  
C. growing 
D. flowering 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-53 
"Both kinds of plants need a lot of water." (paragraph 
2) 
The italic words refer to ...  
A. fruit trees and flower plants 
B. vegetables and timber trees . 
C. algae and mosses 
D. moss arid vegetables 
 



EBTANAS-SMP-99-54 
The flight to Medan is delayed because of the bad 
weather. The italic word has the same meanings as ...  
A. cancelled 
B. postponed  
C. transferred 
D. replaced 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-55 
The headlines of the papers today .are not interesting. 
The italic word means ...  
A. the editorials 
B. the popular news 
C. the famous events 
D. the titles of the stories 
 
Bacaan untuk soal nomor 56 sampai dengan nomor 58. 
 

A New freedom with Air France 
 

When it comes to flying to Paris from Jakarta, we 
realize you don't want to be restricted by schedules. So 
as well as our flights on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday 
and Saturday, Air France now takes off for Europe on 
Wednesday. At 18.20 hrs, every Wednesday, to be 
precise. Timely now, we think you'll agree. Even 
better, once you arrive at our Paris-Charles de Gaulle 
Terminal 2 hub, we'll have you getting off to one of 53 
destinations in Europe and 170 throughout the world 
almost as soon as you've landed. So when you need to 
fly to Paris and beyond, remember, we've adjusted our 
schedule so you can make the most of yours. 
YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE A REASON TO FLY 
AIR FRANCE______________AIR PRANCE.
Jakarta: (021) 520-2262 ext. 1 (ticketing) ext. 2 (sales 
& management) 
Reservation: Jakarta (021) 520-2263, Denpasar (0361) 
288-511 ext. 1105, Balikpapan (0542) 533-288, Medan 
(061)545-600. 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-56 
This advertisement tells us about ...  
A. the accommodation facilities  
B. the European countries  
C. the flight service  
D. the tourist spots 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-57 
There are ... flights available from Jakarta to Paris a 
week. 
A. 5 
B. 6  
C. 7  
D. 8 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-58 
What is the main idea of this article? 
A. To let you go to France freely. 
B. To announce the interesting places. 
C. To promote the countries in Europe 
D. To introduce the new service of the company 
 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-59 
What do you know about a zebra? 
A Zebra is ... a horse but has black and white stripes 
A. like 
B. not the same as  
C. different from 
D. not similar to 
 

EBTANAS-SMP-99-60 
Rico : Do you like watching TV? 
Erick : Of course, I do. 
Rico  : ... 
Erick : News and TV serials. 
A. What programmes do you like most? 
B. Do you always watch TV series? 
C. Do you like to watch sports? 
D. Do you eat while watching TV? 
 
 
 


